HELICAL PILE SUPPORT SYSTEM FOR SHEDS

WE ARE GOLIATHTECH
THE PILLARS OF YOUR PROJECTS

GOLIATHTECH’S INSTALLATION PROMISE

Our network of certified installers put their vast experience to work to guarantee optimal anchoring of each pile.

Because the quality of an installation is as important as the quality of the piles, all GoliathTech installers have received training at our factory and are certified technicians on the installation of our products.

Installers use mini excavators equipped with our proprietary calibrated torque-reading equipment, which allows them to determine the exact tension and compression values on each site. Their expertise ensures that the screw piles and the supported structure are built to last.

BACKED BY THE GOLIATHTECH PROMISE, GUARANTEED!

QUITE SIMPLY SUPERIOR.

For more information on our products or to find a certified GoliathTech installer, please contact us:

TOLL FREE: 1.855.743.4777
INFO@GOLIATHTECHPILES.COM

WWW.GOLIATHTECHPILES.COM

ISO 9001:2015 CERTIFIED
ISO 14001:2015 ENVIRONMENTAL CERTIFIED
ICC-ES ESR-3726
AWS D1.1 / CWB CERTIFIED
CCMC CERTIFIED #13675-R
ACQ & CA COMPLIANT

SHEDS

EXCLUSIVE ANCHORING SOLUTIONS

MAKE THE CONNECTION!
When used to anchor a shed, helical piles guarantee a more solid, secure, and built-to-last structure. Not only are they easier and quicker to install than concrete footings, helical piles offer more durable support for the shed over the long term, in any soil or weather condition.

Screw piles require no dry time, unlike concrete, meaning shed construction can begin immediately. Plus, GoliathTech screw piles are installed using small equipment that leaves no damage to the yard — perfect for backyards where space can be tight.

A shed could require from six to more than 16 screw piles, depending on size and weight, each rod 1 7/8 inches in diameter. The piles have adjustable heads that allow the installer to reach deep into stable soil, and offer optimal compression and tension performance. Our precise engineering and installation method ensures that over time the shed will remain stable.

Polyurethane prevents freezing ground around helix and stops winter heaving.
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